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CITY COUNCIL QUARTERLY REPORT
Q4 FY 2021

July 15, 2021

The Honorable Brenda Jones, President
Detroit City Council
Coleman A. Young Municipal Activity Center, 13th Floor
Detroit, MI 48226

Subject: City Council Quarterly Report, 4th Quarter FY 2021, Detroit Land Bank Authority

Dear Council President Jones:

I am pleased to submit this quarterly report on behalf of the Detroit Land Bank Authority 
(DLBA). This quarter the DLBA strengthened its commitment to serving the citizens of 
Detroit by rapidly expanding access to vacant land and houses -- creating a record number 
of new property owners. Continued pandemic-related challenges have not slowed down 
DLBA staff or buyers.

As the DLBA’s inventory of salvageable houses continues to shrink dramatically, the focus is shifting 
to the large inventory of vacant land throughout Detroit’s neighborhoods. In June alone, we sold 886 
lots across our core vacant land sales platforms. Our Side Lot program remains the organization’s 
most successful platform, with Side Lot sales topping 18,800 since 2014 -- a sales volume unmatched 
anywhere in the country. This quarter, staff mailed more than 66,000 postcards to Detroiters to 
promote Side Lot sales and the Neighborhood Lot transition. In addition, the Vacant Land team 
hosted a series of virtual events and engaged new Community Partners and Block Clubs as part of 
our commitment to educate residents about ownership opportunities. 

As you know, earlier this fiscal year, we launched the new Neighborhood Lot program in 
direct response to feedback from residents and City Council. The program is exclusive to 
Detroit homeowners and specifically designed to make it easier and more affordable for 
people to buy vacant lots nearby that are not adjacent to their homes. Next quarter you 
will see more than 11,000 additional Neighborhood Lots come online after this quarter’s 
big transition of unsold Side Lots into the Neighborhood Lot program. Our team is also 
working with our Board of Directors on policy updates that will streamline the sales 
process for buyers.
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Structure sales and closings remain strong, moving us closer to exhausting our inventory of 
saleable houses. Since 2014, the DLBA has closed on the sale of nearly 13,900 structures, 
including more than 1,100 Auction and Own It Now houses in the fourth quarter. 
More sales mean more renovations for our Compliance team to monitor. This quarter, 
Compliance designed several process improvements to better support our buyers. More 
than 400 houses achieved Compliance in the fourth quarter, bringing our total number of 
Compliance Achieved properties to 5,865 across all programs.

Overall, this fiscal year highlighted the DLBA’s adaptability, and our land and structure 
sales clearly demonstrate our success in making the properties in our inventory accessible 
to Detroit residents. We are making great strides supporting the City’s ongoing battle 
against residential blight and vacancy by converting an unprecedented number of 
properties from government to private ownership. The DLBA will continue developing and 
implementing strategies that eliminate blight and restore opportunities for generational 
wealth in Detroit.

Sincerely,

Saskia Thompson

Executive Director
Detroit Land Bank Authority
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SALES:
Structures: 

Auction & OIN Sold: 1,147
Auction & OIN Closings: 1,118

Community Partner Lots & Structures Sold: 7
Projects Lots & Structures Sold: 81
Side Lots Sold: 1,857
Rehabbed & Ready: 90 (Since Inception) 

INVENTORY:
Total properties: 79,626
Vacant land: 64,327
Structures: 15,299

• Residential: 14,705
• Non-Residential: 70
• Accessory: 524

Side Lots for sale: 23,062
Neighborhood Lots for sale: 6,737

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT:
Meetings Hosted & Attended: 43
Lobby Visitors: 2,016
Client Services calls answered: 14,684

KEY STATS:
• Economic value to Detroit’s neighborhoods: $780,304,250.70
• Total Side Lots sold: 18,865
• Total structure closings across all programs: 13,893
• Total sales across programs since inception: 34,244

313-974-6869 
INQUIRE@DETROITLANDBANK.ORG

BUILDINGDETROIT.ORG

Q4 FY2021

DLBA 
FAST FACTS

DEMOLITION:
HHF reimbursed spending to date: $265,173,705.70
HHF total structures demolished and reimbursed to date 
15,072: 

• HHF1: 3,938
• HHF 2: 2,996
• HHF3: 1,466
• HHF 4: 2,339
• HHF 5: 4,333

HHF grant reimbursement remaining: $204,985.36

COMPLIANCE: (program to date):
All Programs (Auction, OIN, Community Partners & NAP)

• Currently monitored: 7,385
• Achieved compliance: 5,865
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Who are DLBA Purchasers?
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The Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA) complied with all aspects of Governor Gretchen Whitmer’s 
Executive Orders and public health recommendations related to COVID-19 throughout the fourth quarter.  

Remote and In-Person Work
Most DLBA employees continue to work from home exclusively. For roles with core office and field-based 
functions, employees must have a negative COVID-19 test on file with Human Resources and submit an 
online health screening questionnaire each day that they leave their homes for a work-related purpose. 
This process ensures Human Resources can track staff and be alerted promptly to anyone experiencing 
coronavirus symptoms. In addition, the DLBA continues to make its employees aware of vaccination 
opportunities through the City of Detroit. 
For most of the quarter, social distancing and masks were required for all in-office and field work. Following 
the Governor’s recission of COVID restrictions for capacity and masks, the DLBA updated its protocol to 
allow vaccinated staff to work on-site without a mask except when interacting with the public. Masks, 
social distancing, and regular COVID testing are required for unvaccinated staff working on-site.
The DLBA is well-equipped to maintain remote work. Integrated cloud-based systems power staff workflow 
including the Salesforce database, Microsoft Office applications, Zoom, and the Vonage telecommunications 
platform. These systems optimize daily operations for DLBA employees, facilitating collaboration and 
efficiency. DLBA employees utilize the organization’s advanced technology to ensure the DLBA’s mission is 
fulfilled despite limitations related to COVID-19. 

Client Services
The DLBA’s public lobby on the 12th floor of the Guardian Building remains open by appointment. All 
visitors must complete a self-administered temperature check, health screening questionnaire, and wear a 
mask. The Client Services team continues to operate the DLBA call center with record-high call volume. As 
an alternative to calling 313-974-6869, constituents can email Client Services at inquire@detroitlandbank.
org. In the fourth quarter, the DLBA continued to utilize repurposed office space within its suite to provide 
safe, socially distanced, virtual conference rooms. These rooms give constituents access to DLBA computers 
and software to meet with staff, explore listings, complete transactions, and more.
Community Engagement
By leveraging technology, the DLBA maintains all essential functions across departments and remains 
accessible to the community. The organization is actively engaging Detroiters through a variety of virtual 
events on Zoom and Facebook. The DLBA hosts several virtual events each month, and its social media and 
virtual event presence remained robust this quarter. These events reached thousands of people through 
Facebook with dozens participating in individual events live via Zoom. Most virtual events are also available 
as videos on the DLBA’s Facebook page, ensuring these valuable resources are available to community 
members at any time. 
Staff members working in critical areas like Sales and Programming, Compliance, Rehabbed and Ready, and 
Inventory Maintenance represent the DLBA at virtual community events. This structure allows Detroiters 
to connect directly with the DLBA employees who specialize in these areas – providing residents with 
accurate, timely answers to their questions and concerns.

COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT

COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT
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COVID-19 DLBA IMPACT

Property Access
Open Houses remain suspended out of an abundance of caution for public health and safety. However, 
the DLBA does offer private showings for buyers interested in its Auction, Own It Now, and Rehabbed and 
Ready houses. Potential buyers can request private showings on buildingdetroit.org through a property’s 
listing page.

Public Meetings
The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s Board of Directors continued to host monthly public meetings using 
Zoom, giving community members ample opportunity to follow DLBA business operations and ask specific 
questions about properties in their neighborhoods. The Zoom format allowed residents to participate 
via web browser, smartphone app, or telephone. Meeting notices, agendas, and minutes are posted on 
buildingdetroit.org. 
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The Deputy Executive Director supports the Executive Director in the development and implementation 
of the Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) strategic initiatives and policies. Identifying critical areas for 
organizational growth and promoting best practices is central to the Deputy Executive Director’s focus. 
The Deputy Executive Director oversees the following departments: 

• Demolition
• Property Rehabilitation (Rehabbed & Ready and Compliance)
• Public Relations & Strategic Initiatives

DEMOLITION
The DLBA, in partnership with the Mayor’s Office, City Council, Detroit Demolition Department, and 
the Detroit Building Authority (DBA), impacted all Council districts through its demolition program. The 
DLBA geared its targeted demolitions within the federally designated HHF geographic boundaries toward 
reducing blight and spurring economic activity in these neighborhoods. The DLBA’s strategic demolition 
efforts are complemented by strategic reinvestment and rehabilitation, leading to significant increases in 
property values across the city.

HARDEST HIT FUNDS 
The federal Hardest Hit Fund (HHF) program administered by the DLBA is near completion, with all funds 
contracted and no demolitions remaining. As of March 31, 2021, MSHDA has reimbursed the DLBA 
$265,173,705.70 for 15,072 demolitions across all five rounds of HHF. 
As of the close of this reporting period, one round of HHF funding is currently open, as the DLBA successfully 
closed out HHF1, HHF2, HHF3, and HHF 4.  There are 11 properties totaling $204,985.36 in the final stages 
of grant reimbursement.  We are expecting payment receipt no later than July 31, 2021.

MSHDA Grant Reimbursement Payments Received (Since 2014)

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
TAMMY DANIELS

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Please see the “Contracts” page under the “About Us” tab of www.buildingdetroit.org for a complete list of 
properties demolished and released to contractors.  The DLBA continues to work diligently with the demo-
lition contractors to ensure their invoices and supporting documents are correct, complete, and processed 
in a timely manner.

McDonagh Demolition

Remaining HHF reimbursements in process correspond to properties contracted to McDonagh demolition 
where the DLBA ordered topsoil corrective action.  Through extensive scientific testing and in consultation 
with the Michigan Department of Environment, Great Lakes and Energy (EGLE), the DLBA identified 23 
sites requiring soil removal and replacement. The DLBA took this action to enforce its contract and protect 
public health. All corrective work is now complete and compliant with the Scope of Services. The DLBA is 
holding McDonagh accountable for all costs under the contract, including soil removal/replacement and 
environmental testing. More information can be found on the DLBA’s website https://buildingdetroit.org/
demolition-field-samples/ .

MSHDA Grant Reimbursement Summary (Since 2014)
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DEMOLITION ADVANCE FUND

On March 31, 2015, through the approval of City Council, the $20 million Demolition Advance Fund 
(“DAF”) was created.  The sole purpose of the DAF was to ensure the DLBA had sufficient cash flow 
to make payments to contractors providing services under the HHF program, while the DLBA awaited 
reimbursement payments from MSHDA.  The DLBA paid off the remaining DAF balance earlier this year, 
through two payments, $4 million in January 2021 and $1 million in March 2021, for a total of $5 million. 
That brings the DAF balance to zero, sooner than promised and in advance of the final reimbursement 
from MSHDA.

As a result of the DLBA’s efforts, working in conjunction with MSHDA and its City partners, more than 
15,080 blighted structures were demolished with HHF money.  Removal of these blighted structures 
from the City’s landscape stabilizes neighborhoods and motivates the real estate market, both of which 
are crucial to the City’s resurgence.

PROPERTY REHABILITATION

Rehabbed & Ready

Rehabbed & Ready (R&R) is a philanthropic initiative to improve residential market values and bolster home 
ownership in the City of Detroit. Through collaboration with Quicken Loans and construction contractors, 
as well as the City’s Housing & Revitalization Department, Planning & Development Department, and 
Department of Neighborhoods, dilapidated DLBA structures undergo full rehabilitation to at-or-above-
market conditions. As a neighborhood-based initiative, there are parallel efforts in place to reduce blight 
and encourage occupancy via the demolition of DLBA-owned structures, along with the DLBA’s Nuisance 
Abatement and disposition programs in areas selected for Rehabbed & Ready projects. 

• Closings: The R&R team has successfully renovated and sold a total of 90 residential properties, 
with new homeowners moving into neighborhoods including Crary/St Marys, College Park, 
Evergreen-Outer Drive, Bagley, Schulze, East English Village, Martin Park, Greenfield-Grand River, 
Morningside, Island View Greater Villages, and Fitzgerald.

• Public Open Houses: Prior to COVID-19 restrictions, Open House events were a staple in the R&R 
program, ensuring prospective buyers have ample opportunity to view new listings. To continue 
to connect with the public in a safe environment, the R&R team collaborated with the Assistant 
Director of Public Relations to create Virtual Sales Events to mimic the Open House experience and 
provide additional buyer education resources. New R&R content is posted on the DLBA’s social 
media channels.

• Private Showings: Prospective buyers can schedule private tours of current listings through 
buildingdetroit.org Sunday through Friday.  

• Neighborhood Engagement: As of the close of this quarter, we launched a reconfirmation 
campaign to update R&R’s e-mail marketing list. Previous subscribers must confirm their newsletter 
subscription to receive updates on new listings, price reductions, and offer deadlines.   

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Rehabbed & Ready Strategic Partnership Update
• Michigan Historic Preservation Network: Russell Woods is a local Historic District. This is the 

Property Rehab team's first entrance into a Historically Designated neighborhood. MHPN has 
joined the project in a project management and consulting role to help the DLBA team navigate 
the historic rehabilitation process and lend their preservation expertise.

• R&R has obtained Certificates of Appropriateness for the following properties and the team is in 
the process of submitting its final application for 4291 Cortland.

• Emerging Industries Training Institute, Inc.: By partnering with local skilled trades schools, we turn 
our properties into field classrooms to provide students with practical experience. The partnership 
not only enhances R&R houses, but also helps fulfill Detroit’s need for skilled trades workers and 
jobs. 
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Featured Projects:

Featured Properties:
Property on Seyburn in District 5, sold in Q4

Property on Stoepel in District 2, sold in Q4
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

COMPLIANCE
The DLBA’s Compliance Team enforces agreements signed by property owners who have either 
purchased a property from the DLBA (“Sales Compliance”) or whose property was the subject of a 
Nuisance Abatement Program action (“NAP Compliance”). For both Sales and NAP Compliance, 
property owners agree to rehabilitate the property within six months and provide regular updates 
to the Compliance Team documenting and verifying progress.  For Sales in Historic Districts, property 
owners agree to rehabilitate the property within nine months and provide regular updates to the 
Compliance Team documenting and verifying progress.  
If a property owner is not able to achieve Compliance within the initial timeframe but has shown 
acceptable “proof of progress,” the Compliance Team will evaluate progress to determine if an 
extension is warranted

Before and After, Auction Property on Avon (District 1)

Sales Compliance
The Sales Compliance reporting period begins on the date of closing when the property owner takes 
title to the property and obtains possession. At closing, the property owner simultaneously executes 
a Reconveyance Deed the DLBA can record if the property owner fails to rehabilitate the property 
and meet the obligations outlined in the purchase agreement. Achieving Sales Compliance involves 
objective, three-part criteria including: 
1. Obtaining the appropriate inspection from the City of Detroit’s Buildings, Safety, Engineering, and 

Environmental Department (BSEED) 
2. Occupying the property 
3. Exterior maintained – no boards, no blight 
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Nuisance Abatement Program (NAP)
The NAP Compliance program works with property owners who have entered into an agreement to 
avoid or stop litigation on properties identified as vacant, blighted, and a nuisance. The agreement 
outlines their responsibilities for rehabilitating or demolishing the property or selling it to someone who 
will. If the property owner fails to provide “proof of progress” on the subject property, the Compliance 
Team transfers the matter to DLBA attorneys for court action. To achieve NAP Compliance owners must 
demonstrate the property is no longer a nuisance to the residents and the neighborhood evidenced by 
occupancy and exterior maintenance – no boards, no blight.   After achieving NAP Compliance, the DLBA 
releases its lis pendens and dismisses the lawsuit.  

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Aged Rehab Management (ARM) Strategy
The number of properties monitored by Compliance continues to grow. To accommodate this increase 
in caseload demand, the team developed a new rehab management strategy. The purpose of the Aged 
Rehab Management (ARM) strategy is to increase implementation of the team’s Rehab Evaluation 
Approach for Compliance Homeowners (REACH).  
ARM consists of two pillars; both will utilize REACH.  The first pillar is a specialized subgroup within the 
Compliance team, to assess all cases greater than two years old.  The second ARM pillar is a process 
to evaluate all cases at three predefined checkpoints (6 months, 12 months, and 18 months).  At each 
predefined checkpoint, the case goes through an evaluation, to determine if an extension is appropriate. 

Evaluation Factors:
• Length of time the case has been monitored in Compliance
• The number of rehab requirements met
• How many structural improvements were made to the property
• Has the Property Owner invested a significant amount to the rehab of the property
• Supporting rationale of why the property has not met the rehab requirements

Rehab Requirements
1. Secured Property (first 15-days requirement)
2. Water Account Activation
3. BSEED Inspection
4. Functional Kitchen
5. Functional Bath
6. Installed Furnace
7. Installed Hot Water Tank
8. Renter’s Registration/Lease Agreement (If applicable)

Aged Case Management (ACM) Team
The ACM team consists of two Compliance Rehab Specialists.  The purpose of the ACM team is to accurately 
identify the appropriate course of action for cases greater than two years old that do not show substantial 
renovation progress (less than 50% of requirements met). Substantial progress is determined by the 
number of Compliance requirements a PO has completed.  The ACM team was created in conjunction 
with the ARM Strategy, to ensure consistency in communication and case handling.  The ACM team 
works with our Property Owner Advocate, to ensure cases receive the appropriate level of attention.  
Cases transition from the ACM team to the Property Owner Advocate when reconveyance is necessary.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Wins:
• Beginning Caseload = 1,020 (Cases >2 years old with less than 50% of requirements met)
• ACM Start Date = April 2021
• Cases Closed = 86 Cases Achieved Compliance
• Renovation Phase Complete = 48 Cases awaiting closing requirements (Exterior photos & Utilities)

Compliance "Finish-Line" Grant Program

Finish-Line Grant Background

The Detroit Land Bank received grants from Fifth Third Bank and Amerifirst Home Mortgage to assist 
DLBA buyers with critical renovation items.  This grant is important because many buyers do not have 
the funds to purchase the big-ticket items needed to complete the renovation process.  As of the date 
of this report, the program has helped 12 families cross the finish line, with a program to date spend of 
$51,778.01.

This program is designed to provide small grants (up to $5,000) for specific items, that are necessary to 
make the property livable, including:

• Furnace
• Water Heater
• Final bathroom fixtures (sink, toilet)
• Kitchen appliances (stove and refrigerator)

To be eligible, potential grantees must:
• Be low-to-moderate income (dependent on household size and current AMI data or be on public 

assistance)
• Be a current or future owner-occupant of the property
• Be current on property taxes
• Not own any other properties in the City of Detroit
• Have completed their home renovation except for only one of the following 

 օ Installed furnace
 օ Installed water heater
 օ Completed/functional bathroom (sink, toilet)
 օ Kitchen appliances(stove and refrigerator)

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Before and After, Own It Now Property on Chatsworth (District 4)
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

PUBLIC RELATIONS & STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
The Assistant Director of Public Relations and Strategic Initiatives focuses on proactive media engagement 
and organizational communication improvements, as well as community engagement strategy and social 
media management.  The Assistant Director of Public Relations and Strategic Initiatives also supervises 
the City Council and Government Liaison.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
The Assistant Director builds the DLBA’s brand through a multi-faceted communications approach serving 
three main goals:

1. Proactive, positive storytelling through traditional and social media and prevention or management 
of negative media coverage

2. Community engagement and growth in awareness of DLBA impact and opportunities
3. Internal process and client-facing communication improvements

Media Coverage
The DLBA enjoyed active media coverage in the fourth quarter, including high-profile features in the Wall 
Street Journal highlighting the Rehabbed & Ready program and sales momentum. The fourth quarter 
also included the premier of HGTV’s new hit show Bargain Block, chronicling a local pair renovating 
houses purchased from the DLBA. In addition to positive national attention, local outlets also shared 
stories of the DLBA’s success on development projects, Rehabbed & Ready, and the Vacant Land policies. 
During the quarter, the assistant director also managed challenging and critical media coverage of several 
stories, including the 451 E. Grand Blvd legal battle.

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Social Media
The DLBA continues to leverage the power of social media to promote its property listings, educate the 
community about its programs, and respond to feedback from Detroit residents. In addition to daily 
Auction listings, DLBA social media content showcases other beneficial programs such as Compliance, 
Rehabbed and Ready, Building Blocks, and Buy Back. Posts also offer followers new insight into DLBA 
maintenance, Marketed Properties, and discounts. Facebook and Instagram are also central to outreach 
efforts for the organization’s Vacant Land Reuse programs. In the fourth quarter, the Vacant Land team 
utilized the DLBA’s social platforms to educate the community about the Side Lot to Neighborhood Lot 
transition with posts and virtual events.
To stay up to date, follow the DLBA on Facebook @buildingdetroit and Instagram @buildingdet.

DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
Community Engagement
Due to ongoing concern for public health and safety amid the coronavirus pandemic, the DLBA continued 
to utilize virtual platforms to connect with the community during the quarter. These events offer residents 
the opportunity to interact with DLBA staff, ask questions, connect with resources, and learn in-depth 
information about opportunities in their neighborhoods. Virtual events also allow participants to connect 
at their convenience, from the safety of their homes. The DLBA uses Zoom as its virtual event platform to 
ensure that residents without computer access can still join and participate in events via phone. Virtual 
events are publicized via social media, and most are available to watch on Facebook for residents who 
were unable to attend live.
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DEPUTY EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

In addition to hosting its own events, the DLBA continues to participate in a variety of meetings at the 
request of City Council, the Mayor’s Office, the Department of Neighborhoods, and community groups. 
During the fourth quarter, DLBA representatives took part in at least 24 meetings at the request of City 
departments or organizations.
Content Creation
DLBA leadership and departments often request content creation or revisions for buildingdetroit.org, 
internal communications, public statements, presentations, interagency responses, and special projects. 
Content for the fourth quarter included work on Vacant Land Reuse marketing materials, internal 
communications on behalf of executive staff, newsletter revisions for Rehabbed & Ready, Vacant Land, 
and Compliance, executive presentations, and drafting new pages for the website overhaul.

City Council Liaison
The City Council and Government Liaison is a hub for inquiries from Council, the Ombudsman, and other 
government agencies to streamline responses and identify common challenges faced by stakeholders and 
clients. In the second quarter, the Liaison received 97 inquiries, 21 of which are resolved. The remaining 
inquiries have been logged in the DLBA’s database for staff review.

As part of the DLBA’s Community Engagement strategy, the Liaison also assists with coordinating meeting 
attendance requests from City Council and the Department of Neighborhoods. City Council members 
or District Managers seeking a DLBA representative to present or answer questions at a community 
event should contact the Liaison for assistance. The Liaison, Amanda Watts, can be reached via email at 
awatts@detroitlandbank.org or by phone at 313-989-4595.
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The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) Inventory Department oversees the acquisition, assessment, 
and pipeline assignments for all parcels in the organization’s inventory. The department also oversees 
property maintenance, data analysis, and coordinates with other City agencies to inform a flexible and 
dynamic sales strategy for the organization.

OVERALL INVENTORY
Neighborhood Lot Transitions
Inventory Staff are currently in the process of expanding Detroit residents’ access to vacant land by 
transitioning eligible unsold Side Lots, that were listed for a minimum of 6 months, into the Neighborhood 
Lot program. Transitioning unsold Side Lots to the Neighborhood Lot program increases the number of 
Detroit homeowners eligible to buy these properties, rather than unsold lots continuing to sit in the DLBA 
pipeline. 
In April, staff estimated that as many as 14,000 lots would transfer from Side Lots to Neighborhood Lots 
on July 1st. The DLBA mailed more than 66,000 postcards to neighbors adjacent to Side Lots as notice of 
the impending program change. Between April 1st and April 30th, more than 2,500 Side Lot applications 
were submitted. Applications were received across all seven of Detroit’s Council Districts, with the most 
applications submitted from residents in District 3.

Due to this overwhelming response from 
residents, a total of 11,645 lots were left to 
be transferred to Neighborhood Lots. This 
transition will bring the total number of lots 
available through the Neighborhood Lot 
Program to more than 18,000.  These lots 
will be available to eligible neighbors on July 
14th. Both the Side Lot and Neighborhood Lot 
programs are exclusive to Detroit homeowners.

 

INVENTORY
ROBERT LINN, DIRECTOR
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INVENTORY

Home Listing Changes
Auction and Own It Now (OIN) listings for Fiscal Year 2021 were relatively consistent with listing numbers 
from FY20, though staff believe it is likely the organization saw its peak listing number last year. Staff 
expect listing numbers to continue to decrease over the next fiscal year as the land bank’s inventory 
of salvageable houses continues to shrink and the DLBA nears the end of its pipeline of readily listable 
properties. Properties will continue to be listed through our home purchasing programs at a slower 
rate as staff clear title through Quiet Title action and as properties are prepped through Proposal N 
Stabilization; the Inventory Department does not anticipate listing rates will keep pace with FY21 or FY20 
going forward.
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INVENTORY

INVENTORY MAINTENANCE
Pre-Sales Maintenance
In fiscal year 2021, the DLBA underwent budget reductions that limited the organization’s ability to 
perform maintenance on DLBA-owned properties. In total 1,196 work orders were completed.   The 
primary maintenance focus was preparing houses for the Auction Pipeline, of which 623 were readied 
for sale. The Auction preparation package includes debris removal from the interior, front yard, and 
side yards of property, boarding the first floor, building a door when necessary, basement pump-outs, 
installation of roof tarps, and installation of a hasp and padlock on the primary entrance.  Requests for 
tree maintenance continued to grow in the fourth quarter. Staff contracted with several vendors to 
remove or trim trees at 107 DLBA-owned properties this year, often requiring the removal of multiple 
trees that were safety hazards.   Tree service tends to be costly, which did impact the ability to resolve 
all non-safety hazard maintenance inquiries.  Despite budgetary limitations, maintenance efforts were 
made outside of the Auction pipeline to keep properties boarded and secured, address a portion of 
elevated clean-up requests for illegal dumping, and perform lawn care. 
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INVENTORY

Vendor Snapshot
In Fiscal Year 2021, the Inventory Department made an effort to diversify its maintenance vendor base.   
With the goal of attracting smaller, Detroit-Based businesses, the DLBA engaged block clubs, community 
partners, and the Department of Neighborhoods as part of an outreach effort to encourage responses 
to the Requests For Qualifications/Quotes (RFQs).   The effort was successful with nine Detroit-based 
vendors providing maintenance services to DLBA-owned properties; a nearly 20% increase in Detroit-
based vendor maintainance services. In Fiscal Year 2022, most properties will be prepped through 
Proposal-N Stabilization and the budget for vendors services is considerably smaller. However, the same 
outreach  efforts were made to create vendor opportunity. Service agreements were awarded in three 
categories: Property Inspection, Property Preservation, and Tree Service.   Five service agreements were 
awarded for property inspections, including three to Detroit-based businesses.  Among these awardees, 
two are minority-owned, and one is a Women’s Business Enterprise (WBE).   Four agreements were 
awarded for Property Preservation, three of which are Detroit-based and two are minority-owned. Two 
agreements were awarded for Tree Maintenance, both of which are Detroit-based and minority-owned.

In-House Maintenance
This fiscal year, the DLBA Inventory Department launched its In-House Maintenance Team.   While 
finding available staffing was an unforeseen obstacle, staff worked diligently to recruit qualified staff, 
and the team has successfully supported the larger maintenance program.   For most of the year, the 
team consisted of 2-3 members.   The key focus of the team was to complete sale preparation for homes 
sold through the Auction pipeline.  The in-house team’s performance was equivalent to contracted 
maintenance vendors experienced in providing Auction Prep Services. In addition to Auction preparation 
services, the team was able to be flexible and responsive to other elevated maintenance requests.
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INVENTORY

Maintenance Inquiries
With the budgetary restrictions during the past fiscal year, resolution of maintenance inquiries was 
limited to requests which posed an imminent safety hazard. The Inventory Team continues to monitor 
maintenance inquiries on a regular basis to evaluate priorities. Tree maintenance on diseased or dying 
trees was the most common hazard addressed. Independent of open inquiries from prior years, there were 
224 new tree inquiries submitted this fiscal year. Most tree inquiries are inspected to confirm the nature 
of the inquiry. While depending primarily on the City’s vacant lot mow schedule, Inventory continues to 
receive requests for lawn care or overgrowth removal. Requests for debris clean-up from illegal dumping, 
and keeping properties boarded and secured are ongoing. Most of these maintenance inquiries remain 
open.  As the DLBA transitions to properties being prepped through Proposal N Stabilization for Auction 
sale, maintenance objectives will be focused on addressing these open maintenance inquiries.   

PROPERTY LISTINGS
Auction and OIN
Since the passage of Proposal N, staff have worked to select properties from the existing Auction and 
Own It Now pipelines that are strong candidates for Proposal N stabilization investment. Staff continue 
to order and review inspections for thousands of properties to ensure that the DLBA knows the full 
universe of vacant and salvageable inventory and is responsive to purchase requests. In Q3 and Q4 of 
FY2021 alone, staff ordered and reviewed more than 7,500 inspections. In addition to regular inspections 
of properties identified as vacant and salvageable, the team also reviews properties previously flagged 
as demolition candidates or found occupied. In many neighborhoods, markets have improved such that 
some homes that were once deemed unsalvageable are now worth rehabbing. Additionally, there are 
properties found occupied years ago, where the occupant since moved out leaving the house vacant. 
Houses found vacant and salvageable through an updated review will be routed back into the sales 
pipeline.

While these properties are prepared, staff continue to identify, prepare for sale, and list additional 
properties through our Auction and Own It Now programs. In the last quarter, the DLBA responded 

to 1,081 purchase requests from members of 
the public by listing houses for sale through 
the Auction and Own It Now platforms. To send 
more properties through Proposal N property 
stabilization, the team recently shifted to 
preparing properties concurrently with Quiet 
Title processing, rather than listing everything 
first through Own It Now. As a result, Own It 
Now listing rates decreased. Current Auction 
listing rates are at two properties per day, 
with a goal of increasing Auction listings once 
properties stabilized through Proposal N funnel 
back into DLBA inventory. This increase is 
expected to occur in the middle of next quarter 
but is dependent on Proposal N timing. In total, 
the DLBA made 970 homes available for sale 
through the Auction and Own It Now programs 
in Q4 of FY21—a critical component of the 
DLBA’s continued fight for property access and 
homeownership among Detroiters.
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Vacant Land Programs
In Fiscal Year 2021, staff listed about 7,000 Side Lots and an additional 7,000 Neighborhood Lots for sale. 
When combined with the Marketing program, Accessory Structures, and Oversized Lots the total number 

of vacant land listings this fiscal year exceeded 
14,000. This year represents the most vacant 
land listings since the initial launch of the Side 
Lot program in FY15 when the DLBA listed more 
than 20,000 lots for sale.
Staff made increased efforts to advertise Side 
Lots and sent nearly 70,000 postcards this fiscal 
year. Staff saw an increased interest in residents 
purchasing vacant lots near them (as indicated 
by increased volume of Side Lot inquiries in Q4. 
Of the more than 2,800 applications received 
this spring, 66% were submitted for lots that 
were listed between 2014-2019. This suggests 
that market improvement and stabilization, 
could be contributing to the sheer volume of 
Side Lot applications received.

Marketing
While coordinating a large transfer of properties between the Planning Department and the DLBA, 
Inventory staff identified several key assemblages that could be completed by new acquisitions from the 
City.  The Inventory team facilitated the necessary preparation of ordering title and garnering approvals 
so the sites could be clear to list upon acquisition.  After a long, coordinated effort, the DLBA recently 
acquired a transfer of roughly 1,100+ properties from the City.  As a result of the pre-development 
planning, the DLBA is now ready to list several catalytic marketing sites that were completed by these 
recent acquisitions.
Marketing Assemblages Completed by Recent City Acquisitions:
1.     Warren & Trumbull Site
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2.     Lincoln & Brainard Site

ENGAGEMENT AND COORDINATION

Vacant Land Engagement
In advance of the graduation of Side Lots to the Neighborhood Lot program, the team mailed more than 
66,000 postcards and send more than 19,000 emails to promote Side Lot sales.  The result of this effort 
was an unprecedented increase in vacant land inquiries and Side Lot applications. 
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Virtual Events
Department staff hosted monthly Lunch and Learn events this quarter. Staff increased the number of 
community events attended and the team hosted a series of trainings with City Council staff on the 
Neighborhood Lot Endorsement Process. 

Lunch and Learn Flyer from April 2021
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Weekly Neighborhood Lot Engagement
During the fourth quarter, the DLBA onboarded six new Community Partner and Block Club Neighborhood 
Lot Endorsers. The team hosted bi-weekly office hours to support these organizations throughout the 
Neighborhood Lot application process. 

Additional Engagement
The department increased its outreach strategy this quarter making postcard mailers a top priority for 
residents in advance of the first Side Lot to Neighborhood Lot transition period.  This quarter, staff designed 

a total of four postcards to provide information on programs such as 
Side Lots, Oversize Lots, and Neighborhood Lots including Last Chance 
Side Lot reminders.  Of these postcards, 42,000 Side Lots postcards were 
mailed in April, and an additional 24,000 
were mailed in May for Last Chance Side 
Lot reminders. The team’s continued 
engagement efforts included monthly 
Land Reuse Newsletters. To further 
educate residents, the team also deployed 
its Faith-based Community Partner 
Engagement strategy by hosting a Zoom 
session with Brightmoor constituents; 
a neighborhood home to slightly more 
than 18% of Detroit’s Neighborhood Lots. 
Through this strategy, Land Reuse staff 
focused on the process of purchasing 
Neighborhood Lots, as well as becoming 
an Endorser to assist in administering the 
process.
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Inter-Agency Coordination
Department staff worked closely with the City of Detroit Planning & Development Department, the Housing 
& Revitalization Department, and the Department of Neighborhoods to coordinate the roll out of vacant 
land policies in the East Davison Village neighborhood, including Side Lot sales and Neighborhood Lot 
sales. Much of the DLBA-owned land in this neighborhood was in a city-requested Project Coordination 
Area until recently.  This ongoing interagency collaboration resulted in purposefully timed land reuse 
program launches and increased community engagement. A small Project Hold Area remains in East 
Davison Village, which afforded an opportunity for the General Services Department to create the Meade 
Cut Through – a path through the neighborhood and a potential future link to the Joe Louis Greenway, 
which was first envisioned in the award-winning Campau Davison Banglatown Neighborhood Framework 
Plan in 2019.

(Images from Campau Davison Banglatown Neighborhood Framework Plan, 2019)
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The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s (DLBA) core blight remediation effort is the disposition of property. 
The Disposition Department facilitates structure and land sales through a wide range of programs. Most 
of the DLBA’s structure and land transactions are online, through the Auction, Own It Now, and Side Lot 
platforms. The DLBA also sells property through Rehabbed & Ready, Occupied Programs, Projects team, 
and, per the Memorandum of Understanding with the City of Detroit, the DLBA also engages in real estate 
transactions in support of strategic City initiatives.

AUCTION
The DLBA auctions houses daily on its website, 
buildingdetroit.org. Auction properties are the 
DLBA’s strongest rehabilitation candidates, 
focused in areas with the best potential return 
on buyer investment. The number of available 
Auction properties continues to decline as the 
DLBA exhausts its strongest inventory and moves 
into neighborhoods with weaker real estate 
markets and structures requiring more extensive 
sales preparation and renovation.

DISPOSITION
JANO HANNA, DIRECTOR

OWN IT NOW
Own It Now responds to public requests for properties in emerging neighborhoods. Any person can 

contact the DLBA with an address, and with certain 
exceptions, we will list the property for sale. Once 
a property is listed online, offers are accepted 24 
hours a day, seven days a week. The first offer on 
a property triggers a 72-hour countdown and the 
person with the highest offer at the close of that 
timeframe wins the property.

* Does not include failed buyers (a failed buyer is an individual or entity who paid the initial deposit  
but did not complete the final purchase of the property)
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DISCOUNTS
Supporting the DLBA's mission of returning Detroit's blighted and vacant properties to productive use, 
Disposition promotes a variety of sales initiatives.  Discount programs provide the opportunity for eligible 
participants to utilize a 50% discount on DLBA Auction homes.  The 20% Home Buyer Counseling Discount 
& Community Partner-Endorsement is available to eligible participants for Own It Now or Auction homes. 
Each discount request is verified by the HR/Designated Point Person (DPP) for the applicable entity. 
Discounts will be applied at closing. One discount will be given per registered discount bidder. Bidders 
cannot combine or use multiple discounts.

DISPOSITION

BIDDERS
Closings are only one way to measure market demand for a given region. The number of applications 
processed also informs demand as seen in the table below. 
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SIDE LOTS
The Side Lot program caters exclusively to Detroit homeowners and provides easy access to vacant lots 
adjacent to occupied homes for $100. Since 2014, the DLBA has sold 18,865 Side Lots, making it the Land 
Bank’s most popular sales platform. During Quarter 4, there were a total of 1,919 Side Lots sold. 

CLOSINGS
The Closing Team is responsible for coordinating all aspects of pre-closing and closing services for 
all disposition programs within the Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA), including, but not limited to, 
coordinating with lenders and title companies, conducting the closing, preparation and recording of 
documents, and authorizing appropriate post-closing disbursements and reconciliation associated with 
the settlement process.

Closing numbers remained strong through Q4. The DLBA closed on the sale of 441 structures in April, 
401 in May, and 366 in June. As we move into the new fiscal year, we may see a dip in closings reflecting 
a slight downward trend in sales.

TITLE SERVICES
Clear, insurable title is critical for anyone buying property—not just from the DLBA, but in general. Clear 
title provides confidence to the property owner in their ownership and any investment they make. It 
is an absolute prerequisite for any lending institution considering a mortgage. In fact, clear title is so 
important that it is one reason the state legislature created land banks. In the fourth quarter, the Title 
Team received 1,088 new title orders. New title orders include examination of the title commitment for 
ownership (vesting) and underwriter’s requirements to eliminate outstanding interests, including tax and 
utility status, that may prevent future marketable title.

In total, 1,974 properties were assessed in Q4 FY2021. Of those, 195 (Initial Review) were confirmed to 
have marketable title with no delinquent taxes and graded as ready for sale. 1,141 (Update Reviews) 
were reviewed to confirm continued clear title with no new interested parties, new recorded/unrecorded 
liens, or tax bills were assessed against the property, which would prevent moving forward in the sale 
process. For 286 (In-house title clearance), the Title Team requested tax clearances, BSEED releases, and 
handled escalations to underwriters to clear title issues. For the remaining 352 (Quiet Title Required), 
court action was required to eliminate outstanding interests on title which would otherwise prevent the 
sale of the property.
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PROJECTS TEAM
The Projects Team consists of the Community Partnership Team and the Economic Development Team. 
Developers and Community Partners follow the same process for property acquisition, with Community 
Partners receiving a 20% discount off the purchase prices. Applicants looking to acquire property through 
the Projects Team may do so through the application process or through the marketing tract.

Marketing Update
The Projects team placed several high value sites on the Market this quarter. Buyers can find Single 
Family Homes, Bundles, Infill lots, and assemblages for Land Based Projects on the DLBA’s website 
buildingdetroit.org and the Multiple Listing Service (MLS). Prospective buyers can place offers through 
real estate Brokers. 

Marketed Properities on Brush, Tuxedo, and Tillman
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Community Partnership Program
The Community Partnership program continues to encourage faith and community-based organizations 
to transform the neighborhoods that they serve through projects such as home rehabilitation, 
deconstruction, new construction, lot beautification, community gardens, and pocket parks. 

The program guides nonprofits, faith-based organizations and community development organizations 
through the process of acquiring property through the DLBA. This program allows organizations to 
present proposed projects through development plans. The plans assist the Community Partnership 
Team in identifying properties and areas that will assist the community organization in its goal. 

To be eligible for the program, an organization must meet the following criteria. 
• Headquartered in the City of Detroit 
• Have a federal 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status
• Be current on its property taxes
• Not have any material blight violations or fines
• Have a letter of acknowledgment from the District Manager or City Council member where the 

organization is headquartered, or its catchment area 
• Work in a defined geographic target area as agreed on by the Community Partner and the DLBA, in 

no case, will the project area exceed 5 square miles.

Community Partnership Endorsements

The DLBA also encourages Partners to help better their communities by identifying and endorsing 
homeowners who are able to fix up and maintain a house and live in the community as good neighbors. 
The Community Partner must provide in writing to the DLBA its process for selecting and endorsing a 
bidder. It is expected that a bidder endorsed by a community group will live in the house themselves for 
at least three years.

For each Auction of a house in its service area, the Community Partner may endorse one bidder it deems 
to be a good neighbor for the community. The Community Partner’s endorsement means the endorsed 
bidder will get an automatic 20% discount on the final bid price, as long as the final price does not fall 
below $1,000.

All winning bidders must comply with the terms of the Auction Purchase Agreement including the 
deadlines for closing, rehabilitating, and occupying the property. If endorsed bidders fail to meet these 
deadlines, the DLBA may terminate the Endorsement Partnership. The DLBA is relying on the Community 
Partners to vet the bidders before endorsing them.  

DISPOSITION
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Occupied Program
Disposition’s Occupied Programs focus on providing  pathways to housing security for occupants living in 
DLBA-owned properties, along with returning properties to the tax roll. The tiered approach includes the  
flagship Buy Back Program and Occupied Non-Profit Program.

Buy Back 
The Buy Back Program gives an eligible occupant of a DLBA-owned property the opportunity to gain 
ownership of the house in which they live. After qualifying for Buy Back and purchasing the property 
for $1,000, the occupant officially enters program monitoring and must display consistent savings until 
their next tax bill arrives. Participants also attend regular homeowner and financial workshops with DLBA 
partner organizations and must pay their Summer tax bill before exiting the program.

Q4 Buy Back Closings

District 7 Buy Back Participant Ms. Scott excited after completing her  
closing and entering the Buy Back Program. 
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Occupied Non-Profit 
The Occupied Non-Profit Program (ONP) engages non-profit organizations and provides opportunities to 
increase neighborhood stability. Currently, the DLBA works with 11 ONP partners to help occupants who 
do not qualify for the Buy Back Program to transition to homeownership. Once title is transferred, the 
non-profit partner provides the occupant services that include renovation, resource support, plus lease 
and purchase options.

Q3 ONP Closings

DISPOSITION
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The Legal Department is responsible for the legal affairs of the Detroit Land Bank Authority (DLBA).  The 
Legal Department provides legal advice and support to the DLBA that facilitates property disposition, 
remediates nuisances, and addresses illegal activity at properties throughout Detroit, helping the DLBA 
achieve its goal of restoring blighted and vacant properties to productive use. The Legal Department also 
represents the DLBA in a variety of legal, regulatory, transactional, and other contexts. 
The response to the coronavirus pandemic continued to impact the Legal Department’s activities during 
the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2021.  During the quarter, courts were open on a remote basis for certain 
civil actions including Quiet Title and Nuisance Abatement.

QUIET TITLE
The Legal Department files and oversees expedited Quiet Title Actions pursuant to extraordinary legal 
authority granted to land banks in Michigan under Section 9 of the Land Bank Fast Track Act, MCL 124.759., 
which allows the DLBA to obtain quiet title more efficiently, quickly, and cost-effectively than private 
parties or municipalities.  The DLBA files quiet title actions on its properties in support of its commitment 
to sell structures with clear, insurable title.  By doing so, the DLBA provides buyers with confidence in 
their ownership and any investment they make in property purchased from the DLBA.   Clear title also 
fulfills a standard requirement of a lender providing financing secured by a mortgage.  
During the fourth quarter of fiscal year 2021, the Quiet Title Team filed seven new lawsuits representing 
242 properties. The team received judgments for approximately 320 properties during the quarter.  

NUISANCE ABATEMENT
ABANDONED PROPERTIES
The DLBA established its Nuisance Abatement Program (NAP) in February 2014, after the Detroit City 
Council delegated to the DLBA non-exclusive authority to commence Nuisance Abatement litigation 
on February 18, 2014 (Council Action Number 23).  The criteria for being designated as a NAP-eligible 
property include that the property is vacant, boarded, and appears to be abandoned or neglected. 
The City of Detroit Department of Neighborhoods defined the NAP Target Areas with input from members 
of the community.   To determine specific boundaries, the DLBA used data sources to specify areas where 
NAP actions would be most effective, such as those with relatively low levels of vacancy where a limited 
number of NAP lawsuits could make a significant difference to an otherwise stable block.  The NAP team 
identifies NAP properties using several resources, including neighborhood surveys as well as input from 
the City’s Department of Neighborhoods, community groups, and neighbors. Specific locations are then 
verified by investigators, who place a large notice (poster) on the property.
To achieve proper service of process, the DLBA searches tax, title, and other records for each property to 
determine current interest holders of record, including owners, mortgage companies, and other liens.  A 
NAP civil suit names current owners of record and requests abatement of the 'nuisance' created by the 
property's condition.  Owners or interest holders in a property who fail to respond to the lawsuit may 
lose their ownership rights to the property at a hearing for default judgment. 

LEGAL
TIM DEVINE, GENERAL COUNSEL
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During the fourth quarter, the Legal Department placed nuisance abatement notices on 43 properties 
identified to be vacant and blighted. Court proceedings were conducted in remote format, resulting in 
five judgments transferring title to the DLBA.  In addition, the NAP Team entered into 28 agreements with 
private owners to rehabilitate their properties.  The team also completed planning for NAP expansion to 
coincide with “Proposal N” initiatives. The NAP team has recently posted four additional positions, three 
paralegals and one staff attorney, to meet an anticipated increase in program activity.  One new paralegal 
is scheduled to begin in mid-July.  Interviews for the other positions are scheduled for July.

Before and After NAP house in North End Neighborhood

DRUG HOUSE UNIT 

The Drug House Unit (DHU) is a part of the NAP team and represents a joint effort by the Detroit Police 
Department (DPD) and the DLBA to help stabilize neighborhoods by addressing the use of properties 
in the City for drug trafficking. The DHU receives weekly emails from DPD reporting properties where 
officers found drugs and drug paraphernalia during surveillance and raids. Using this information, the 
DHU determines next steps based on the ownership of the property. If a property is privately-owned, and 
more than two raids occur within a one-year period, the DHU may proceed with a lawsuit. If a property is 
DLBA-owned, the Legal Department’s Occupied Property team determines how to address occupancy at 
the property based on its internal investigation into the nature of the reported activities. 
During the fourth quarter, DPD reported 22 applicable raids to the DHU. Of these 22 raids, 19 occurred 
at privately-owned properties. Only privately owned, single-family residences are eligible for DHU NAP 
action, so warning letters were sent to homes that received one raid, and DHU lawsuits will be filed on 
properties receiving a second raid.  The remaining three raids were conducted at DLBA-owned properties 
and have been investigated by the Legal Department’s Occupied Property Team. 
The DLBA continued to work closely with DPD to further enhance and refine the process of information 
sharing and referrals between the two organizations.
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OCCUPIED PROPERTIES
There are a variety of reasons why DLBA-owned houses become occupied without authorization.  
Sometimes, unauthorized occupants are former owners who lost the property to tax foreclosure and 
never left, others are victims of fraudulent “leases” or “sales”, some use a DLBA-owned house for illegal 
activity, and many others are “squatters” with no connection to a property. 
The Legal Department’s Occupied Property Team receives reports of occupied properties from several 
sources including neighbors, DPD, and DLBA employees engaged in sales preparation.  Upon receiving a 
report of an occupied structure, the Occupied Property Team opens an investigation and will move the 
property toward one of several resolutions.  The first step is usually posting a notice on the property that 
informs occupants that the house is owned by the DLBA and that anyone living there should contact the 
DLBA immediately.  The ultimate resolutions include the occupants leaving of their own accord, qualified 
occupants being referred to the DLBA’s occupied property sales programs including Buy Back, or removal 
through formal court action or DPD intervention.
During the fourth quarter, the DLBA received 157 reports of unauthorized occupancy at DLBA-owned 
properties.  Upon investigation, 35 of these were found to be vacant and one was referred to DPD.  The 
rest began moving through the team’s occupied property process. This quarter, the team referred no 
properties to the DLBA’s Disposition Department for Buy Back or Occupied Non-Profit programs. 
The Occupied Property Team is responsible for the removal of unauthorized occupants from DLBA-owned 
properties. Due to the impact removals have on occupants, every removal is reviewed individually and 
with a high level of scrutiny. The DLBA assesses every occupant for potential Buy Back Program eligibility; 
if the occupant does not qualify for the Buy Back program, the Legal Team may go forward with removal. 
Buy Back vetting will not occur if the DLBA finds there to be extenuating circumstances such as confirmed 
reports of illegal activity at the property, confirmed vacancy, or third-party sale. If the DLBA deems a 
property unfit for habitation, the DLBA will connect the occupant to the Detroit Health Department and 
the Community Health Corps to assist with relocation while initiating removal proceedings. The final step 
in a removal proceeding is to secure the property and return it to the Inventory Department pipeline for 
assessment and potential sale. 
Due to the previous closing of courts for civil actions and the Governor’s moratorium on evictions during 
most of the pandemic, the DLBA completed minimal removal proceedings during the fourth quarter of 
fiscal 2021. Although these moratoriums have now expired and the DLBA is not explicitly governed by the 
nationwide eviction moratorium implemented by the Centers for Disease Control, the DLBA recognizes 
the public health and safety concerns surrounding removals of occupants during a public health crisis. 
Accordingly, the DLBA is only initiating removals currently in extremely limited circumstances. During 
the fourth quarter, the DLBA completed seven removals with the assistance of DPD.  The team initiated 
one new Notice to Quit during the quarter ended June 30, 2021.  With the reopening of the 36th District 
Court, the team filed seven new eviction proceedings. There were no new eviction cases being prepared 
for filing at the close of the quarter.
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FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT (FOIA) REQUESTS
Under the Michigan Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), MCL 15.231 et seq., all persons, except those 
who are incarcerated, can submit a FOIA request to the DLBA FOIA Coordinator.  During the fourth 
quarter, the DLBA received nine new FOIA requests. Five of these requests were completed during the 
quarter, as well as another five requests from the third quarter of fiscal year 2021: all within the statutory 
timeframes.  These completed requests include three responses pursuant to a monthly update for a 
six-month period. The remaining requests will be completed during the next quarter, also within the 
statutory timeframes.   

REAL PROPERTY INTEGRITY UNIT
The Legal Department expanded its Real Property Integrity Unit (RPIU) in April 2020, to combat all types 
of fraudulent activity involving real property.  The focus is on DLBA-owned properties.  Deed fraud 
remains the most common type of real property crime involving DLBA-owned parcels.  False Pretenses is 
also another common type of real property fraud that involves DLBA-owned parcels.  The RPIU receives 
requests for investigation relating to real property fraud from nearly every unit within the DLBA, as 
well as DPD and the public.  The RPIU conducts an initial investigation and collaborates with various 
individuals within the DLBA to determine the best course of action.  When criminal activity is suspected, 
and a suspect is possibly identified, the RPIU refers their investigative findings to a special unit within 
DPD.  The RPIU then continues to collaborate with DPD and the Wayne County Prosecutor’s Office for 
eventual criminal prosecution.
During the fourth quarter, the RPIU received 14 requests for investigation, involving approximately 646 
parcels, 645 of which are DLBA-owned.  In addition, the RPIU continued to work on several investigations, 
including the following.

• The RPIU is collaborating with DPD and the Wayne County Prosecutor’s Office on a criminal 
investigation regarding a suspected deed fraud ring operating in the City of Detroit, and it is 
anticipated that initial charges will be brought soon.  

• The RPIU is also supporting a DPD investigation of a brick-stripping operation on DLBA-owned 
houses.

• The RPIU is working with the City and DPD for a trespassing and purposeful tree damage complaint 
that took place recently on four DLBA vacant lots.

• The RPIU received a complaint from DPD regarding illegal dumping on five vacant DLBA lots.  DLBA 
is assessing whether there are sufficient funds to remediate the situation.
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ADMINISTRATION & OPERATIONS
KELLEY SINGLER, DIRECTOR

The Administration & Operations Department directs the day-to-day operations and centralized resources 
of the Detroit Land Bank Authority. The department provides Human Resources, Office Management, 
Information Technology, Data Solutions, and Client Services support. In addition to internal programming, 
Administration & Operations supports many programs utilized by external stakeholders, the public, and 
other City entities including the DLBA’s Salesforce database and buildingdetroit.org.

CLIENT SERVICES
The Client Services team strives to deliver exceptional customer service through the DLBA's call center and 
lobby. Many Detroit constituents and DLBA clients require guidance navigating computer systems and 
online resources. Client Services Representatives (CSR) assist with the DLBA's lobby computers, helping 
clients set up accounts and purchase DLBA properties. It is a pleasure to provide hands-on guidance to 
our internal and external clients through information, resources, and transparency. 

The Detroit Land Bank Authority’s public lobby remains open by appointment only and the Client Services 
Call Center continues to operate 100% remotely. The Detroit Land Bank Authority assisted 2,016 lobby 
visitors by appointment in Q4.
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The DLBA Call Center operates within cloud-based systems facilitating the Client Services team to 
seamlessly work on-site or off-site as needed. Operations executed a Return to Office (RTO) plan whereby 
no more than 30% of the Client Services staff work on-site each business day. To ensure the safety of DLBA 
staff and our clients, the lobby is equipped with a custom built COVID Health Screening questionnaire 
intake and contact tracing system, self-check thermometer,  sanitation supplies, and social distancing 
signage.  All visitors are required to wear a mask and maintain appropriate social distancing from all other 
visitors while on DLBA premises. 
HUMAN RESOURCES & OFFICE MANAGEMENT
Consistent with the Governor’s Executive Order 2020-21 (COVID-19) and MDHHS Pause to Save Lives 
Order, most DLBA staff continue to primarily work from home. For staff roles with core office and field-
based functions, employees must have a negative COVID-19 test on file with Human Resources and 
submit an online health screening questionnaire each day they leave their homes for a work-related 
purpose. This process ensures Human Resources can track staff and be alerted promptly to anyone 
experiencing coronavirus symptoms. Social distancing and masks are required for all in-office and field 
work. In addition, the DLBA made its employees aware of vaccination opportunities through the City of 
Detroit.
The DLBA is well-equipped to maintain remote work. Integrated cloud-based systems power staff 
workflow including the Salesforce database, Microsoft Office applications, Zoom, and the Vonage 
telecommunications platform. These systems optimize daily operations for DLBA employees, facilitating 
collaboration and efficiency. DLBA employees utilize the organization’s advanced technology to ensure 
the DLBA’s mission is fulfilled despite limitations related to COVID-19. 

SYSTEMS DESIGN TEAM
Data collection, organization, and analysis is critical to the functionality and growth of the Detroit Land 
Bank Authority’s Inventory, Disposition, Demolition, and Legal departments. The DLBA’s Salesforce 
database is the most comprehensive property database in the City of Detroit and the backbone of the 
DLBA. Since launching in Q1 2015, its user base, both internally and externally, has constantly increased. 

ADMINISTRATION & OPERATIONS
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The Systems Design Team strives to enhance automation and increase efficiencies. In particular, the 
Systems Design Team is working closely with the City Demolition Department, Inventory, and Finance to 
enhance critical data sharing and automation.

Website Enhancements

The DLBA's Systems Design Team provides ongoing support and enhancements to the DLBA's website, 
buildingdetroit.org. Continually working to improve user experience and respond to DLBA programmatic 
and e-commerce needs is central to facilitating the DLBA's mission.

Key Q4 Website Enhancements Include:
• Created new DLBA Homepage (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system) 
• Created new DLBA Purchase Property page (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Created new DLBA Program page (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system) 
• Created new DLBA Menu (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Created new DLBA Header and Footer (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Created new DLBA Header notice bar (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Finalizing DLBA  Map (Available on development website)
• Added Neighborhood on homepage search bar (Code, JS change)  (Live on website)
• Update FOIA page with 89 McDough Properties information (Live on website)
• Created new DLBA Event page (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Created new DLBA Job Opportunities page (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Created new DLBA News page (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system)
• Created new DLBA Reports page (Code, CSS, JS change)  (Completed in local system) 
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ADMINISTRATION & OPERATIONS
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The Detroit Land Bank Authority ended FY21 as of June 30, 2021.  Fiscal year 2021 was a pivotal year for 
DLBA operations as the organization experienced significant growth in structure sales and completed 
Hardest Hit Fund (HHF) Demolition program closeout. 
Due to the critical nature of the HHF closeout and overall operations during FY21, the DLBA will not submit 
unaudited financial statements as of June 30, 2021.  However, the DLBA will present FY21 financials in 
the form of audited financial statements.  Financial statements and management letter are due to be 
completed as of October 2021 and will be presented to City Council following DLBA Board approval.  
Noted below are key financial highlights as of June 30, 2021.  

• George Johnson & Company will complete the FY21 audit.   Engagement commenced June 7, 2021, 
with audit test work to begin in August 2021.

• FY21 revenue decreased significantly, to less than $30M. The wind down and completion of the HHF 
Demolition program is the direct cause of this year’s substantial decrease in revenue compared to 
years prior.

• Despite the Covid-19 pandemic, the DLBA experienced a significant increase in structure and 
land sales during the fiscal year.  The DLBA managed operations, streamlined the sales process to 
address the increased volume, and still maintained a positive fund balance during this fiscal period.  

• During the year ended June 30, 2021, the DLBA amended the operating budget to align revenues 
and expenses, and to analyze all operational costs on a line-by-line basis.  This amendment and 
analysis allowed us to re-allocate operating funds to accurately reflect all DLBA expenses for FY21.   

• Lastly, the DLBA received additional grant funding during FY21.  These grant funds were restricted 
for rehabilitation and renovation projects currently operating within the Property Rehab division.  
These funds are managed as restricted use grant funds with monthly reconciliation of all revenues 
and expenditures.

FINANCE
REGINALD SCOTT, CFO
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FINANCE

Demo Advance Fund Inception to Date
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FINANCE

SUMMARY OF DLBA’S REVENUE FUNDING SOURCES


